FLOATING NECK BRACELET
data for children and adults
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We are proud to introduce our newly launch revolutionary product – HELPER device for safe swimming.

Produced in South Korea for those who is considered to be at the forefront of a proactive approach to life and those who prefer such water activities as swimming, snorkeling, surfing, rafting, fishing or waterskiing, Helper Neck Bracelet devices are proving to be water lovers dream come true. Helper device has obtained the international certificate CE and suitable for adults, children and older persons.

Hope for the best but prepare for the worst when it comes to dealing with Nature. Be the first to prevent your life and the life of people surrounding you from the drowning in the water. Wear Helper Neck bracelet to appreciate what a difference, safety and security the device can make and bring into your life.
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LIFE-SAVING FLOATING NECK BRACELET HELPER

A device that helps to safe at water accidents

Entering the water nobody plans to drown but there are different emergency situations which you can suddenly find yourself in. Among them are dangerous currents, cramps, dizziness, jellyfish bites, fatigue, heart attack, and many other unpredictable things. Strangely enough, many people sink even when there are people around. It happens fast and quietly. A sudden diaphragm spasm does not allow to scream for help. Often the only person who can help you is yourself. There is no time to wait, you must act! Just pull the hand grip down to activate the mechanism and to inflate airbag around your neck. Now, your head is over the water, you are safe!

We are absolutely confident in the quality and reliability of our product, and we offer you a unique water rescue tool Helper 100%! Helpers are convenient because they are compact and do not hamper your movements wherever you are and whatever you are doing: surfing, snorkeling, fishing, kayaking, having fun or simply swimming. If you need help just pull down a red hand grip and inflated airbag will keep you afloat and your head up on the water surface. Once your Helper device is inflated, you are safe.

www.helper100.com
HOW TO WEAR AND USE HELPER

Put your HELPER device on your neck, fasten the buckle and tighten the strap.

In case of emergency, pull down the red cord hand grip to activate the air bag.

The inflated air bag will hold your head up on the water surface. Keep calm and swim to safety. Use the whistle on the device to attract attention in order to receive help.
HELPER FLOATING NECK BRACELET

Available at www.eBay.com
Please do not hesitate to contact our sales team if you have any questions
E-mail: adv@helper100.com

For wholesale purchase and for collaboration

Contact the marketing department by e-mail: adv@helper100.com

www.helper100.com
Our devices are patented, certified, tested many times. You can get acquainted with the full set of documents on our website www.helper100.com